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Answer Question No.1 which is compulsory and any five from the rest. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
  
Q1  Answer the following questions: (2 x 10) 

 a) Distinguish between   soft and hard superconductors.  
 b) What is the composition of rubber?  
 c) What are important guidelines for selection of materials?  
 d) Write the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors.  
 e) What are different types of corrosion?  
 f) Distinguish between thermosetting and thermoplastics.  
 g) Define thermal conductivity.  
 h) What is fiber-reinforced composite?  
 i) Draw the block diagram of fiber optics communication system and                               

mention its components. 
 

 j) Mention four applications of ferrites.  
    

Q2 a) Explain the classification of engineering materials. (6) 
 b) How the economic considerations affect the material selection for engineering 

purposes? 
(4) 

    
Q3 a) Derive an expression for electrical conductivity by using Ohm’s law. (5) 

 b) Define Hall effect. Establish the relation between   Hall – coefficient and Hall 
mobility. 

(5) 

    
Q4 a) Derive the expression of Weidmann Franz law. (6) 

 b) The electron and hole mobility for silicon are 0.14 and 0.048 m2/V.s respectively 
at room temperature. If the hole concentration at this temperature is 1.33 × 1016 
m-3, calculate its conductivity at room temperature. 

(4) 

    
Q5 a) Distinguish diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials. (4) 

 b) Write short on Meissner’s effect? (4) 
 c) Write any two medical uses of Superconductors. (2) 
    

Q6 a) Write a short on Piezoelectric material. (4) 
 b) Derive an expression for absorption coefficient of a material. (4) 
 c) Mention two important features of quantum free electron theory. (2) 
    

Q7 a) Discuss briefly Aramid fiber reinforced polymer composites. (6) 
 b) Write a short note on injection molding. (4) 
    

Q8 a) Describe briefly the mechanism of corrosion by electrochemical corrosion. (3) 
 b) How commercial ceramics are classified? Discuss the mechanical properties of 

ceramics. 
(4) 

 c) Thermosetting polymers are non-recyclable, explain. (3) 
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